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PLASTIMARK

STAGES OF A SUCCESS

Plastimark® was founded in 1995 with the aim of innovating and
improving the tools that have always accompanied our daily
shopping.
Its baskets and trolleys offer an innovative proposal to both Retailers
and their customers.

Many achievements have characterised the Company’s historical
progress and development as well as its offer:
• 1997 birth of the first trolley made fully of plastic in Europe, Misterdolly
• 1998 opening of the first supermarket with Plastimark® trolleys
• 2001 fine-tuning of a new design, with the development of Duka
and Twiga
• 2014 market launch of the Hybrid line
• 2018 establishment of Plastimark® France
• 2019 launch on the market of the new one-frame plastic trolley
Pleasy

From the beginning, the company has set itself apart by producing
products of high aesthetic impact, quality and functionality, the
result of a process with a distant origin whilst retaining close ties
with the philosophy of the group to which the company belongs,
Giordano Holding. A family-run Italian and Piedmont company,
which has always been committed to having not only a successful
entrepreneurial itinerary, but prior to that, a responsible and ethical
commitment, from a viewpoint of sensitivity to the environment and
the social context.

Achievements reached thanks to a focused and precise Research &
Development policy, aimed at optimising the proposed solutions,
already with a focus on imagining, and then implementing the
subsequent ones.

The use of plastic as a key element of its activity, due to its unrivalled
technological and aesthetic properties, does raise major challenges
and with it a commitment that do not call for neglect but to be tackled
through concrete arguments and responsibilities by stressing the
differences, the opportunities and the advantages of this precious
resource.

Misterdolly
1997
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Twiga
2001

Pleasy
2019
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GREEN ETHICS
As its very name suggests, since the birth of the underlying
entrepreneurial idea Plastimark® has imagined and utilised plastic
as the essence of its offer, the fruit of a thoughtful assessment
from multiple perspectives, not just economic, technological and
aesthetic, but ethical as well. Plastic, in fact, represents one of the
pillars of current civilisation: we only have to think of its countless
fields of application, from medicine to transport, from textiles to the
domestic context.
What makes the difference vis-à-vis some recent objections is not
the material in itself, but the conscious and responsible use thereof, a
rule that should actually apply to any resource on the planet.
Given this vision, Plastimark® has set its own ethical code of conduct:
• on the exclusive use of 100% recyclable materials
• by offering its customers the possibility of returning the product at
the end of its production life in order to insert it in the production
circuit of new objects, thereby prolonging the economic life of the
raw material and reducing the overall environmental impact
• on powering its own factory exclusively by electricity independently
produced by non-fossil fuels.

Long economic life, recycling, modularity, weight reduction,
no dispersion into the environment and green energy enable
Plastimark® products to ensure a sustainability far in excess of that
of conventional materials, representing therefore not merely a “nice”
functional solution, but a thoughtful strategic choice as well.

production
raw
material

distribution

recycling
use

recovery
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MATERIALS
The generic definition of plastic, in fact, hides within its folds a
practically limitless potential of technological and functional solutions.

ANTI-UV

Any item of the Plastimark® range is produced with a blend of raw
materials that makes it into a concentrate of aesthetics, mechanical
resistance, longevity and resistance both mechanical and
atmospheric.

BASIC
PLASTIC
POLYMER

COLOUR

Each compound encompasses sophisticated qualities of the most
disparate nature, linked to specific biochemical properties or to
ethical and natural values, always fine-tuned thanks to consolidated
collaborations with the world’s largest companies in the chemical
sector.
Therefore here are the following additions to plastic: anti-UV
stabilisers, glass fibre, pigments, specific additives that break down
the surface bacterial load, wood fibre (strictly from FSC®- certified
forests) and other things as well.

WOOD
FIBRE

ANTI
BACTERIAL

The last phase allows us the possibility of producing products
(baskets, trolleys and pallets) in recycled plastic material specifically
characterised by their black colour.

COMPOUND

COMPOUND

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
PLASTIC
MATERIAL

COMPOUND

FROM
RECYCLED
MATERIAL

COMPOUND
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DESIGN AND COMFORT
The line of Plastimark® trolleys gathers the best skills and creativity
of their country of origin, exalting and representing the best of
“Made in Italy”.
A captivating design, conceived for some models by internationally
renowned Italian designers, a rainbow of colour solutions,
extraordinary lightness, noiselessness, ergonomics and functionality,
offering the sales outlet with a higher and pleasantly unexpected
value across all age groups.
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TECHNOLOGY
The technological applications connected to the shopping trolley
become more numerous and functional when applied to the
Plastimark® range.
Besides supporting wheels with self-locking anti-theft devices and
door-mounted scanner, it is in fact structurally more suitable for the
application of further accessories and new technologies.
Right from the start Plastimark® products are designed to be fully
compatible with RFID technology, being able to count on the
undeniable advantage provided by plastic not to interfere with the
electronic reading of the label, something more likely to occur with
metal trolleys (“Faraday cage” phenomenon).

SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE
Plastimark® trolleys and baskets, besides complying with European
laws and regulations, which are already among the strictest in the
world from a safety viewpoint, are for some models additionally and
duly tested for compliance by one of the most qualified certification
bodies worldwide: TÜV Rheinland Group (Germany), a qualified and
conclusive independent endorsement of reliability and safety.

10
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EXPERIENTIAL DIFFERENCE
The characteristics of the material are what intrinsically gather the
experiential difference offered by the Plastimark® range.
A basket of limitless colours, a trolley of markedly superior
lightness, comfort and noiselessness, the extensive possibilities of
customisation and identifying recognition of the sales outlet, provide
new cues and several alternative possibilities to retail marketing.
Colour is the focus of this strategy: it can match the store furniture
and confers an atmosphere of warmth to the sale outlet fully in line
with the image and the product sector.
Even shades and placement of the logo in unconventional positions
are highly appreciative elements, proving to be far more visible to
users.
The experiential picture is completed by the trolley and basket
versions suitable for transporting small animals, for a pet friendly
shopping.
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MODULARITY

STRENGTH: THE WHEELS
The plastic wheels equipped with precision watertight ball bearings drastically reduce noise and wear and
tear and all those used for the plastic line are of quick release type.

LC

Movable
back wall
Left
bushing
Tube
Right
bushing

Child seat

quick release

Seatback

Fixed divider

Movable
divider
Nut

1. LC Ø100

2. LC Ø125

3. LC TRAVELATOR Ø125

5. PREMIUM Ø125

6. PREMIUM TRAVELATOR Ø125

8. HYBRID TRAVELATOR Ø125

9. HYBRID FIXED REAR WHEELS Ø125
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12. HYBRID WITH BRAKE Ø125

PREMIUM

quick release

Coin
lock
Plug
Stem
Small chain

Basket

4. PREMIUM Ø100
HYBRID

Structure
Quick
release

Base mounted
Tray for
heavy loads
Wheels
7. HYBRID Ø125
WITH BRAKE

In the Plastimark® range, modularity is synonymous of cost effectiveness.
Trolleys, baskets, pallets and accessories already constitutionally solid and durable, thanks to their simple and
intuitive design and assembly reduce the after-sales costs, since maintenance can be carried out by internal
staff. Each individual part can be replaced directly inside the sales outlet without any external interventions
while retaining full integrity and original functionality, unlike what happens with products made of other
materials.
Apart from offering higher user comfort, the superior lightness extends the life of the wheels, further
reducing after-sales costs.

10

. LC WITH BRAKE Ø100
quick release
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. LC WITH BRAKE Ø125
quick release
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FULL PLASTIC TROLLEYS
The FULL PLASTIC line thoroughly encompasses the essence of the
Plastimark® concept.
Made entirely in plastic, maximising the potential of customisation
and coordination with branding, signage and furniture, concentrating
the strengths of the material: lightness, cost effectiveness, modularity,
noiselessness, resistance to atmospheric agents.
The design completes this versatility, with captivating and constantly
novel lines, to better enjoy shopping.
Fully recyclable and made up of a complete and diversified range,
the FULL PLASTIC line combines in the best way with the green
philosophy and an aware use of resources.
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PLEASY 100 lt

Nesting capacity

Load:
1 truck
no. 792 items (standard wheels Ø 100)
no. 568 items (travelator and standard
wheels Ø 125)
1 x 20’ containers
no. 328 items (standard wheels Ø 100)
no. 232 items (travelator and standard
wheels Ø 125)
1 x 40’ containers
no. 696 items (standard wheels Ø 100)
no. 496 items (travelator and standard
wheels Ø 125)

130 mm
Nesting
capacity of
travelator
180 mm

1.050 mm

1.700 mm

750 mm

580 mm

CHARACTERISTICS

Design by

COLOURS

Capacity: 100 lt
Body
Width: 580 mm
RAL 8019
Height: 1.050 mm
RAL 7043
Depth: 750 mm
Nesting capacity: 130 mm
Nesting capacity of travelator: 180 mm
Weight: 11 kg

Back wall

RAL 1019
RAL 7023
RAL 5015
RAL 3020
RAL 2008
P 375C

ACCESSORIES (legend on p. 28/29)

COMPOUND

l
l

3

6

10

12

€/non €
multi-coin
lock

Customisation with
sticker

Customisation of
standard
handle

Smartphone
carrier

Scanner
holder

RAL 1019
RAL 7023
RAL 5015
RAL 3020
RAL 2008
P 375C

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

COMPOUND

Earmarked for small-to medium-sized sales areas, given its accurate design and technical planning ability
PLEASY fully represents the innovative turning point for the shopping trolley.
Conceived as an ultra-light product, it is shaped as a single screw-less block, made entirely in plastic material.
Its accurate ergonomics proves to be especially comfortable for users. Pleasy is noiseless and easy to
maneuver from all sides. It combines moderate size and a loading capacity of as much as 100 litres.
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1

Handle

WHEELS (legend on p. 14/15)

1. LC Ø 100
2. LC Ø 125
3. LC travelator Ø125

4. Premium Ø 100
5. Premium Ø 125
6. Premium travelator Ø 125

10. LC with brake Ø 100
11. LC with brake Ø 125
l
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ROOMY 160 lt

Nesting capacity

Load:
1 truck
no. 352 items (standard wheels Ø 100)
no. 504 items (travelator and standard
wheels Ø 125)
1 x 20’ containers
no. 144 items (standard wheels Ø 100)
no. 200 items (travelator and standard
wheels Ø 125)
1 x 40’ containers
no. 312 items (standard wheels Ø 100)
no. 440 items (travelator and standard
wheels Ø 125)

200 mm

1.050 mm

1.700 mm

1.100 mm

567 mm

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 160 lt
Width: 567 mm
Height: 1.050 mm
Depth: 1.088 mm
Nesting capacity: 200 mm
Weight: 17 kg

Body

RAL 7043

Baby seat

RAL 7023
RAL 7043

Design by

ACCESSORIES (legend on p. 28/29)

1

3

4

6

12

€/non €
multi-coin
lock

Customisation with
sticker

Fixed
divider for
fresh food

Customisation of
standard
handle

Scanner
holder

Handle

RAL 1019
RAL 7023
RAL 5015
RAL 3020
RAL 2008
P 375C

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

COMPOUND

Designed for medium-sized surfaces, it keeps the distinctive features of the “MONOBLOCCO” range: design,
innovation and comfort. Its strengths remain its extreme handling and the wide availability of accessories.
Made from a single block of plastic material, it allows a huge variety of customisation options.

WHEELS (legend on p. 14/15)

1. LC Ø 100
2. LC Ø 125
3. LC travelator Ø125
20
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4. Premium Ø 100
5. Premium Ø 125
6. Premium travelator Ø 125

10. LC with brake Ø 100
11. LC with brake Ø 125
l
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CITY 110 lt

Nesting capacity

Load:
1 truck
no. 424 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 168 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 368 items

240 mm

960 mm

1.700 mm

1.035 mm

500 mm

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 110 lt
Width: 500 mm
Height: 960 mm
Depth: 1.035 mm
Nesting capacity: 240 mm
Weight: 12,5 kg

Structure

RAL 7043

Baby seat

RAL 7023

COMPOUND

l
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€/non €
multi-coin
lock

Customisation with
sticker

Customisation of
standard
handle

Handle

RAL 7043

COMPOUND

Trolley of moderate size with excellent portability and easy to use, born out of the desire to better satisfy
the needs of small shops.
An essential characteristic is the reduced width, suitable for narrower aisles and cashier barriers.
The basket develops vertically to reach a loading capacity of 110 litres, enabling a comfortable shopping
even in sales outlets with limited spaces.

22
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RAL 7023
RAL 2008
P 375C

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

ACCESSORIES (legend on p. 28/29)

1

Basket

WHEELS (legend on p. 14/15)

1. LC Ø 100
2. LC Ø 125
3. LC travelator Ø125

4. Premium Ø 100
5. Premium Ø 125
6. Premium travelator Ø 125

10. LC with brake Ø 100
11. LC with brake Ø 125
l
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KEITA 90 lt

Nesting capacity

265 mm

1.048 mm

1.050 mm

1.700 mm

Load:
1 truck
no. 392 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 114 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 258 items

595 mm

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 90 lt
Width: 595 mm
Height: 1.048 mm
Depth: 1.050 mm
Nesting capacity: 265 mm
Weight: 14 kg

Structure

Back wall

RAL 7043
RAL 5002
RAL 3020

Basket

RAL 7023

RAL 7043
RAL 7023

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

ACCESSORIES (legend on p. 28/29)

COMPOUND

l

2

6

7

8

9

11

€/non €
multi-coin
lock

New-born
seat

Customisation of
standard
handle

Ergonomic
handle with
scanner
holder

Customisation of
ergonomic
handle

Shopping
list carrier

Base
mounted
tray for
heavy loads

COMPOUND

The structure, the design, the features are those of our historical articles; the essential difference is the depth
of the basket, which is particularly reduced here.
This solution allows the trolley to be emptied more easily avoiding uncomfortable postures, and makes the
trolley lighter, so that it is easier to handle and more practical.
KEITA is recommended for handling goods inside, garden centres or DIY stores. It is especially suitable for
use by elderly and disabled persons.
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WHEELS (legend on p. 14/15)

1. LC Ø 100
2. LC Ø 125
3. LC travelator Ø125

4. Premium Ø 100
5. Premium Ø 125
6. Premium travelator Ø 125

10. LC with brake Ø 100
11. LC with brake Ø 125
l
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TWIGA 150 lt

Nesting capacity

265 mm

1.048 mm

1.050 mm

1.700 mm

Load:
1 truck
no. 392 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 114 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 258 items

595 mm

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 150 lt
Width: 595 mm
Height: 1.048 mm
Depth: 1.050 mm
Nesting capacity: 265 mm
Weight: 15,5 kg

Structure

Baby seat

RAL 7043

Basket

RAL 7023

RAL 7023
RAL 3020
RAL 5015
P 375C
Customisable in any colour
on customer request

ACCESSORIES (legend on p. 28/29)

COMPOUND

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

€/non €
multi-coin
lock

New-born
seat

Fixed
divider for
fresh food

Movable
divider for
fresh food

Customisation of
standard
handle

Ergonomic
handle with
scanner
holder

Customisation of
ergonomic
handle

Shopping
list carrier

Base
mounted
tray for
heavy loads

COMPOUND

The TWIGA plastic trolley stemmed out of the desire to satisfy the needs of medium-sized shopping areas.
The loading capacity of 150 litres makes it suitable for supermarkets.
Its lightness makes it easier to handle, as well as being particularly noiseless.
It ensures therefore an optimal comfort for users and full satisfaction of clients’ needs.

WHEELS (legend on p. 14/15)

1. LC Ø 100
2. LC Ø 125
3. LC travelator Ø125
26

l

4. Premium Ø 100
5. Premium Ø 125
6. Premium travelator Ø 125

10. LC with brake Ø 100
11. LC with brake Ø 125
l
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DUKA 210 lt

Nesting capacity

265 mm

1.048 mm

1.060 mm

1.700 mm

Load:
1 truck
no. 392 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 114 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 258 items

595 mm

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 210 lt
Width: 595 mm
Height: 1.048 mm
Depth: 1.060 mm
Nesting capacity: 265 mm
Weight: 17 kg

Structure

Baby seat

RAL 7043

Basket

RAL 7023

RAL 7023
RAL 3020
RAL 5015
P 375C
Customisable in any colour
on customer request

ACCESSORIES (legend on p. 28/29)

COMPOUND

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

€/non €
multi-coin
lock

New-born
seat

Fixed
divider for
fresh food

Movable
divider for
fresh food

Customisation of
standard
handle

Ergonomic
handle with
scanner
holder

Customisation of
ergonomic
handle

Shopping
list carrier

COMPOUND

Light, when compared to performance, DUKA is spacious, ergonomic, durable, very colourful and ecological.
The elegant line and the large capacity makes this maxi-shopping trolley the ideal solution for hypermarkets.

WHEELS (legend on p. 14/15)

1. LC Ø 100
2. LC Ø 125
3. LC travelator Ø125
28
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4. Premium Ø 100
5. Premium Ø 125
6. Premium travelator Ø 125

10. LC with brake Ø 100
11. LC with brake Ø 125
l
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ACCESSORIES
1. €/NON € MULTI-COIN LOCK

2. NEW-BORN SEAT

. ERGONOMIC HANDLE WITH
SCANNER HOLDER

7

8. CUSTOMISATION OF

3. CUSTOMISATION WITH STICKER

4. FIXED DIVIDER FOR FRESH FOOD

9. SHOPPING LIST CARRIER

10. SMARTPHONE CARRIER

5

. CUSTOMISATION OF STANDARD
HANDLE

6

. BASE MOUNTED TRAY FOR
HEAVY LOADS

11

12. SCANNER HOLDER

. MOVABLE DIVIDER FOR FRESH
FOOD

30
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ERGONOMIC HANDLE

l
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HYBRID TROLLEYS
For markets characterised by heavy loads, big tournover and large
sales areas, the HYBRID line is capable of optimally fulfilling these
specific needs, combining respect for its origins and values with
innovation and research, for the sake of high performance and
reliability over a period of time.
In HYBRID, the metal frame combines in an especially elegant and
functional manner with the versatility, design and technology offered
by basket and handle in plastic material.

32
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HYBRID SUPER 180 lt

Nesting capacity

Load:
1 truck
no. 328 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 96 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 216 items

310 mm

1.070 mm

1.700 mm

1.100 mm

600 mm

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 180 lt
(theoretical volume)
Width: 600 mm
Height: 1.070 mm
Depth: 1.100 mm
Nesting capacity: 310 mm
Weight: 21,5 kg

Structure

Baby-seat

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015

Anti-theft
system

Handle

Basket

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015
RAL 2008
P 375C

Flat

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

ACCESSORIES (legend on p. 36/37)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

€/non €
multi-coin
lock

New-born
seat

Compartment
for small
objects

Retractable
water
carrier

Customisation of
basket

Customisation of
handle

Shopping
list carrier

Fixed
divider for
fresh food

Retractable
object
carrier for
heavy loads

Scanner
holder

COMPOUND

Conceived for medium-sized sales areas, HYBRID SUPER optimises performance and endurance.
Thanks to its extraordinary manageability and noiselessness, it transmits to the consumer better ease of use.
Shopping trolley with metal structure recommended for supermarkets.
Metal structure with high zinc thickness electrogalvanising and sealing treatment in accordance with the
UNI EN 1929-1 standard.

34
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WHEELS (legend on p. 14/15)

7. Hybrid Ø 125
8. Hybrid travelator Ø 125

9. Hybrid fixed/travelator rear wheels Ø 125
12. Hybrid with brake Ø 125
l
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HYBRID MAXI 220 lt

Nesting capacity

Load:
1 truck
no. 384 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 108 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 252 items

260 mm

1.070 mm

1.700 mm

1.240 mm

600 mm

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 220 lt
(theoretical volume)
Width: 600 mm
Height: 1.070 mm
Depth: 1.240 mm
Nesting capacity: 260 mm
Weight: 22 kg

Structure

Baby-seat

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015

Anti-theft
system

Handle

Basket

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015
RAL 2008
P 375C

Flat

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

ACCESSORIES (legend on p. 36/37)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

€/non €
multi-coin
lock

New-born
seat

Compartment
for small
objects

Retractable
water
carrier

Customisation of
basket

Customisation of
handle

Shopping
list carrier

Fixed
divider for
fresh food

Retractable
object
carrier for
heavy loads

Scanner
holder

COMPOUND

The thoughtful combination of metal and plastic, the unique and unmistakable design, the highest
performance, are the strengths of the Hybrid line.
HYBRID MAXI represents the most balanced mix of features in this product range.
Designed for medium to large surfaces, it is suitable for carrying heavy loads, while maintaining extraordinary
lightness and maneuverability.

36
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WHEELS (legend on p. 14/15)

7. Hybrid Ø 125
8. Hybrid travelator Ø 125

9. Hybrid fixed/travelator rear wheels Ø 125
12. Hybrid with brake Ø 125
l
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HYBRID IPER 240 lt

Nesting capacity

Load:
1 truck
no. 384 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 108 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 252 items

260 mm

1.070 mm

1.700 mm

1.240 mm

600 mm

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 240 lt
(theoretical volume)
Width: 600 mm
Height: 1.070 mm
Depth: 1.240 mm
Nesting capacity: 260 mm
Weight: 22,5 kg

Structure

Baby-seat

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015

Anti-theft
system

Handle

Basket

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015
RAL 2008
P 375C

Flat

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

ACCESSORIES (legend on p. 36/37)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

€/non €
multi-coin
lock

New-born
seat

Compartment
for small
objects

Retractable
water
carrier

Customisation of
basket

Customisation of
handle

Shopping
list carrier

Fixed
divider for
fresh food

Retractable
object
carrier for
heavy loads

Scanner
holder

COMPOUND

With an uncompromising loading capacity, HYBRID IPER bestows on the sales a modern and captivating
image focused on customer needs.
Shopping trolley with metal structure recommended for hypermarkets.
Metal structure with high zinc thickness electrogalvanising and sealing treatment in accordance with the
UNI EN 1929-1 standard.
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WHEELS (legend on p. 14/15)

7. Hybrid Ø 125
8. Hybrid travelator Ø 125

9. Hybrid fixed/travelator rear wheels Ø 125
12. Hybrid with brake Ø 125
l
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ACCESSORIES
. €/NON € MULTI-COIN
LOCK

1

2. NEW-BORN SEAT

7. SHOPPING LIST CARRIER

8. FIXED DIVIDER FOR FRESH FOOD

3. COMPARTMENT FOR SMALL

4. RETRACTABLE WATER CARRIER

. RETRACTABLE OBJECT CARRIER
FOR HEAVY LOADS

9

10. SCANNER HOLDER

5. CUSTOMISATION OF BASKET

6. CUSTOMISATION OF HANDLE

OBJECTS

40

l

l
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BASKETS AND SYSTEMS
The Plastimark® BASKETS are produced with recyclable or
recycled plastic: their production and recycling process minimise
the environmental impact, harmonizing innovative design with
robustness and reliability.
Safe, light, practical, ergonomic and easy to sanitise, they help to
sustain the weight of the shopping in the best way, facilitating a
correct posture.
The FURBO SYSTEMS, with FURBO PLASTIC and FURBO HYBRID lines,
are designed to best adapt to any type of sales outlet, consistently
providing the most fitting, practical and intelligent solution for smallto medium-sized sales areas. Agile and easy to handle, they occupy
very little space and satisfy user and retailer requirements.

42
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MINITYKO 22 lt

TYKO 33 lt

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 22 lt
Width: 470 mm
Height: 240 mm
Depth: 325 mm
Stacking capacity: 21 mm
Weight: 635 gr

Basket
RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015
RAL 6005
RAL 6018

Handle
RAL 9005

Load:
no. 450 items per pallet
(100x80xh.227 cm)
1 x 20’ containers
no. 6.300 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 13.500 items

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 33 lt
Width: 530 mm
Height: 270 mm
Depth: 370 mm
Stacking capacity: 24 mm
Weight: 1 kg

Basket

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015
RAL 6005
RAL 6018

Handle
RAL 9005

Load:
no. 300 items per pallet
(120x80xh.220 cm)
1 x 20’ containers
no. 4.500 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 9.000 items

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

COMPOUND

COMPOUND

COMPOUND

COMPOUND

COMPOUND

COMPOUND

530 mm

44
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24 mm

370 mm

Stacking
capacity

325 mm

21 mm

Stacking
capacity

240 mm

270 mm

470 mm

l
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ONDA 28 lt

BASE BASKET HOLDER

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 28 lt
Width: 482 mm
Height: 270 mm
Depth: 332 mm
Stacking capacity: 34 mm
Weight: 860gr

Basket
RAL 9005

CHARACTERISTICS
Handle
RAL 4008
P368
RAL 4010
CYAN

Load:
no. 342 items per pallet
(115x99xh.220 cm)
1 x 20’ containers
no. 4.104 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 8.208 items

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

COMPOUND

COLOURS

Width: 550 mm
Height: 200 mm
Depth: 420 mm
Stacking capacity: 130 mm
Weight: 1,50 kg

RAL 7043

WHEELS
Load:
no. 68 items per pallet
(120x80xh.243 cm)

4 wheels
Ø 50 mm (pivoting)

Maximum capacity:
35 MiniTyko
30 Tyko
10 Speesy

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

200 mm

COMPOUND

420 mm

270 mm

550 mm

34 mm

30 TYKO
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1.120 mm

1.030 mm

1.030 mm

332 mm

Stacking
capacity

482 mm

10 SPEESY

1.700 mm

35 MINITYKO

l
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SPEESY 45 lt
CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 45 lt
Width: 530 mm
Height: 430 mm
Depth: 410 mm
Stacking capacity: 75 mm
Weight: 2,20 kg

Basket
RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015
RAL 6005
RAL 6018

Handle
RAL 9005

Load:
no. 150 items per pallet
(120x110xh.227cm)
1 truck
no. 3.600 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 1.500 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 3.000 items
Customisable in any colour
on customer request

75 mm

Stacking capacity

Extremely
noiseless rear
wheels Ø 50 mm

COMPOUND

960 mm

COMPOUND

530 mm
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430 mm

SPEESY is the Plastimark® two-wheel shopping basket. A very versatile solution, best suited to the most
demanding needs of the sales outlet.
An ultra-light structure and the large telescopic central handle with a comfortable grip lend to it great
practicality, easy manageability and lightness, the result of a careful planning and of the exclusive ergonomic
design.
Its robust rubber wheels ensure a special noiselessness and comfortable use.

410 mm

COMPOUND

l
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MAXITYKO 66 lt

MAXITYKO (66 lt)
+
MINITYKO (22 lt)
=

88 lt

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

Capacity: 66 lt
Width: 500 mm
Height: 940 mm
Depth: 670 mm
Stacking capacity: 95 mm
Weight: 2,50 kg

Basket

Load:
no. 60 items per pallet
(100x130xh250 cm)
1 truck
no. 1.380 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 520 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 1.066 items

RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 5015
RAL 6005
RAL 6018

Pivoting front wheels
with rubber tread Ø 50 mm
fixed rear wheels Ø 60 mm

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

95 mm

Front wheels

Stacking capacity

MAXITYKO (66 lt)
+
TYKO (33 lt)
=

99 lt

Rear wheels

COMPOUND

COMPOUND

COMPOUND

940 mm

670 mm

500 mm

MAXITYKO is the multi-system that best combines comfort and loading capacity.
Robust, ergonomic, easy to handle, noiseless and with a captivating design, if combined with the Tyko-line
baskets, MAXITYKO can reach a loading capacity of up to 99 litres.
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FURBO PLASTIC

Kery
CHARACTERISTICS

STRUCTURE COLOUR

Capacity: 600 mm
Width: 970 mm
Height: 550 mm
Nesting capacity: 95 mm
Weight: 5.40 kg

Load:
1 truck
no. 792 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 320 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 640 items

RAL 7043

1 wheel Ø 80 mm (pivoting wheel)
2 fixed rear wheels Ø 80 mm

Nesting
capacity

95 mm

Front wheels

970 mm

1.700 mm

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

MINITYKO (22 lt)
+
TYKO (33 lt)
=
FURBO 55 lt

TYKO (33 lt)
+
TYKO (33 lt)
=
FURBO 66 lt

MINITYKO (22 lt)
+
SPEESY (45 lt)
=
FURBO 67 lt

TYKO (33 lt)
+
SPEESY (45 lt)
=
FURBO 78 lt

Rear wheels

550 mm
600 mm

Combined with the wide range of Plastimark® baskets, the KERY structures make up the FURBO SYSTEM,
conceived as a way of answering any need of the sales outlet.
A flexible solution, practical and intelligent for small- to medium-sized sales areas thanks to its agility, easy
manageability and minimum cluttering space.

Capacity: 600 mm
Width: 670 mm
Height: 550 mm
Nesting capacity: 95 mm
Weight: 5.40 kg

670 mm

DOGO
The system for the
little ones

1 wheel Ø 80 mm (pivoting wheel)
2 fixed rear wheels Ø 80 mm

The DOGO structure combined with the TYKO basket is the likeable proposal for children’s “shopping”.
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FURBO HYBRID

Multi
CHARACTERISTICS

STRUCTURE COLOUR

Capacity: 600 mm
Width: 1.030 mm
Height: 590 mm
Nesting capacity: 90 mm
Weight: 4.80 kg

Silver

HANDLE COLOUR
RAL 7043
RAL 3020
RAL 6018
RAL 5015

Load:
1 truck
no. 616 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 280 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 560 items

3 wheels Ø 80 mm (pivoting wheels)

Nesting
capacity

90 mm

1.030 mm

1.700 mm

Customisable in any colour
on customer request

MINITYKO (22 lt)
+
TYKO (33 lt)
=
FURBO 55 lt

TYKO (33 lt)
+
TYKO (33 lt)
=
FURBO 66 lt

MINITYKO (22 lt)
+
SPEESY (45 lt)
=
FURBO 67 lt

TYKO (33 lt)
+
SPEESY (45 lt)
=
FURBO 78 lt

590 mm
600 mm

Painting options

An ultra-compact and easy-to-handle modular solution that can be used in a number of volumetric
combinations from 22 to 78 litres, combining the whole Plastimark® baskets range.
The MULTI structure is made in ultra-light metal with high-quality electrolytic zinc coating, in a variety of
colour solutions. It is equipped with Ø 80 mm pivoting wheels with anti-trace rubber tread and anti-dust
protection.
The ergonomic polypropylene handle can be customised as regards colour and logo.
Combined with the baskets range, the MULTI structures make up the FURBO HYBRID SYSTEM.
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PALLET
Consisting in a single mono-block and resistant to both low and high
temperatures (from -20 to + 100 °C), Plastimark® PALLETS are the most
robust, hygienic and ecological alternative to the conventional pallet
and represent a significant step ahead to customise the sales outlet
and enhance the goods on display.
Equipped with anti-overturning crossbeams, the PALLETS are
manufactured with materials suitable for contact with foodstuffs and
100% recyclable.
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PALLET LIGHT

PALLET HEAVY

CHARACTERISTICS

REACH

Lenght: 1.200 mm
Width: 800 mm
Height: 153 mm
Weight: 11,3 kg (+/-0,2)

Static: 3.000 kg
Dynamic: 1.000 kg
In rack: 700 kg

COLOURS
RAL 9003
RAL 9005
RAL 7023

Load:
1 truck
no. 594 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 198 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 400 items

CHARACTERISTICS

REACH

Lenght: 1.200 mm
Width: 800 mm
Height without feet: 153 mm
Height with feet: 160 mm
Weight: 16 kg (+/-0,2)

Static: 4.500 kg
Dynamic: 1.100 kg
In rack: 750 kg

COMPOUND

l

RAL 9003
RAL 9005
RAL 7023

Load:
1 truck
no. 594 items
1 x 20’ containers
no. 198 items
1 x 40’ containers
no. 400 items

Customisable in any colour on customer
request and with company logo

Customisable in any colour on customer
request and with company logo
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COLOURS

COMPOUND
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PLASTIMARK IN THE WORLD
With its comprehensive offer and state-of-the-art technical solutions,
and guided by deep ethical and social values, Plastimark® is
nowadays a solid and reliable partner throughout the continents.
A sales strategy adequately flanked by diversified technical and
promotional support turns its offer into the optimal answer to the
expectations of the different market contexts and size of the sales
outlet.
Branches, agents and distributors of proven skill proudly accompany
the Plastimark® brand and its unmistakable Italian style throughout
the world!

headquarter
and production

branch

distributors
PLASTIMARK S.p.A. reserves the right to modify product’s features and data contained in this catalogue, and accepts no
liability for errors and/or omissions in the published information.
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Member of

PLASTIMARK S.p.A.
Via Bernezzo, 47
12023 CARAGLIO
Cuneo - Italy
tel: +39 0171 61.86.30
email: staff@plastimark.com

ITALIAN
DESIGN

WWW.PLASTIMARK.COM

